Condensation of hypertrophic chondrocytes at the chondro-osseous junction of growth plate cartilage in Yucatan swine: relationship to long bone growth.
Chondrocytes of the cartilaginous growth plate are found in a spatial gradient of cellular differentiation beginning with cellular proliferation and ending with cellular hypertrophy. Although it is recognized that both proliferation and hypertrophy contribute significantly to overall bone growth, mechanisms acting on the chondrocyte to control the timing, the rate, and the extent of hypertrophy are poorly understood. Similarly, mechanisms acting on the terminal chondrocyte to cause its death at the chondro-osseous junction have not been investigated. In this study we examine the condensation of terminal hypertrophic chondrocytes in proximal and distal radial growth plates of Yucatan swine at 4 weeks of age. The animals were raised in a controlled environment where activity and feeding patterns were synchronized to a given time in the light/dark cycle. We analyzed cellular condensation both as a function of circadian rhythms in a 24-hr time period, and as a function of overall rate of growth. The data suggest that the magnitude of circadian influences on long bone growth is significantly damped at the level of the hypertrophic chondrocyte compared to that seen by previous investigators studying circadian influences on chondrocytic proliferation. Secondly, the condensation of hypertrophic chondrocytes at the chondro-osseous junction varies inversely with rate of growth in length of the bone. At any time period, a higher percentage of terminal chondrocytes in the condensed form was found in the slower-growing of the two growth plates. We relate these findings to current hypotheses concerning controls of chondrocytic hypertrophy and possible controls over the timing of hypertrophic cell death.